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SAN RAFAEL COLLECTION

made in los angeles

The Lida Dining table in natural Walnut sits 
underneath the Luna Pendant by J. Adams and Co. 
The dining room is accessorized with a marble bowl 
and vessel by Collection Particulier and a beautiful 
Ferm Living hourglass pot. Underneath the dining 
table is  a Beni Mrit Ochre Morroccan rug.
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LF AT HOME

Born out of Pasadena, 
Lawson-Fenning remains 
a true California brand. 
Our furniture and home 
goods translates the raw 
beauty of California’s vast 
landscapes. Glenn and 
Grant began their explo-
ration when they were 

furniture design students 
at ArtCenter College in 
the late 1990’s. Pasadena 
fostered an environment 
for growth and discovery 
with it’s thriving appreci-
ation for a contemporary 
golden age of design and 
craft. 

Years later, we’re still 
hunting for and dreaming up 
the pieces we love, albeit on a 
larger retail scale: a two-story 
Melrose Avenue flagship and 
a separate LF workshop where 
we craft our furniture. We 
keep our inventory moving so 
we can build an idea, discover 
new artists, and see collabora-
tions through. As a result, our 
showroom never quite looks 
the same from day to day. 
After all, a home is a dynamic 
space that is ever evolving 
as we as humans evolve and 
change. 

We know that it is more 
important than ever to create 
our spaces to be adaptable - as 
the last couple years have 
taught us, home can transend 
beyond the 
boundaries we’ve once placed 
upon it. 

With simple changes in 
arrangement and invest-
ing in quality pieces that 
are multi-functional, the 
home can vacillate from 
being a place of solitude to a 
workspace and from a place 
of education to cultivating 
conversations over a meal 
with loved ones.

MADE IN LA

As an authentic Califor-
nia brand, it is critical 
to express how we live 
and design in L.A. Apart 
from our fascination of 
the landscape, the 
history, the art and 
architecture, the 
inspiration that keeps us 
moving forward is being 
able to maintain a dedi-
cation to being ‘Made In 
L.A.’
The design community 
of Los Angeles is a great 
source of joy for us. In 
creating the LF 

Collection, our 20-year 
relationships with the 
same families of 
fabricators, welders, and 
upholsterers, lighting 
fabricators and 
carpenters have grown 
into deep, interdepen-
dent bonds that only 
amplify our commitments 
to crafting with pride. 
This manner of heirloom 
quality bench-crafting 
assures that 
“made-to-order” really 
is a detailed, top-level 
customization required by 
the trade using the best 

kiln-dried hardwood frames 
and local materials.
    For both professional 
designer and enthusiast, it 
is our distinct pleasure to 
act as a hub and resource 
of knowledge to deepen 
one’s understanding of L.A.; 
vintage-modern and 
contemporary craft.
    We are an accessible 
alternative to 
mass-production or cliché 
knockoff. We believe 
aspirational is attainable. 
From our hands to yours, we 
know that you will love our 
beautifully crafted furniture.
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Oak with a mustard and cream geometric LF throw pillow. Sitting 
next to the sofa is the Clemente Side table in ebonized oak. 
Centered in the great room is the Palo Coffee table in clear oak and 
it is accessorized with a ceramic planter by Ben Norkin. Opposite 
of the Flint Sofa is the Flint Lounge Chair in Portola Oak and our 
graded textured weave fabric in ‘Natural.’
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The round Palo table has a hand 
crafted solid wood top and foot.  
The base on this piece has a 
gently curved profile which adds 
some lightness to this classic 
form.

The Clemente is crafted of solid 
hardwood.  The legs are carved 
with a geometric profile and are 
connected by an inset stretcher.  
We offer this modern heirloom in 
two easy to place sizes. (Shown 
in Natural Walnut and Ebonized 

The Flint is a generously 
proportioned chair that excels 
in comfort.  The plush wide 
channel tufted cushions are 
tailored beautifully to interlock 
with the expertly crafted solid 
hardwood frame.

CLEMENTE 
SIDE TABLE

PALO
COFFEE 
TABLE

FLINT 
LOUNGE 
CHAIR

opposite pageopposite page
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ROBLES 
COFFEE 
TABLE

PALO SIDE 
TABLE

The Robles has 3 solid hard-
wood sculptural legs and a 
Ceppo Marble top with a bull 
nosed edge.  The robust beau-
ty will be the anchor of any 
room. (The Robles Round 
Coffee Table is also available 
with 4 legs/ not pictured)

The Lida is a relaxed take 
on a classic plinth based 
dining table. This expertly 
crafted table has radius edged 
solid wood end caps on the 
table top and the bases.  
We’vev also detailed it with 
a hardwood dowel stretcher 
that spans the two plinths.

The round Palo side table has 
a hand crafted solid wood top 
and foot.  The base on this 
piece has a gently curved pro-
file which adds some lightness 
to this classic form. We offer 
this table in two sizes.

LIDA DINING 
TABLE

opposite page
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DESCANSO 
FLOOR 
MIRROR

DESCANSO 
WALL MIRROR

MATEO
NIGHTSTAND

The Descanso Floor Mirror 
is hand crafted of solid 
hardwood and designed to 
lean on a wall. The frame is 
carved with the geometric 
profile that inspired the San 
Rafael line.

The Descanso Wall Mirror 
is hand crafted of solid hard-
wood. The frame is carved 
with the geometric profile 
that inspired the San Rafael 
line. We offer this mirror in 
two sizes.

The Mateo is an expertly 
crafted nightstand. It has one 
pull out drawer and is hand 
built with solid wood end caps 
and turned front legs. We offer 
this nightstand in two sizes.

opposite page
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The Lida Console sets the tone in this transitional space 
from the great room into the dining room. It is accessorized 
with a Victoria Morris lamp and a vessel by Canoa Lab. The 
Skye dining chairs from our DISC x LF collection are placed 
around the Lida Dining Table. Both tables are finished in 
Natural Walnut.
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for inquiries  
and orders call or 

email us

323-934-0048

info@lawsonfenning.com

6824 melrose ave.

los angeles, ca 90038
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